
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

FIFTH WHEEL LANDING GEAR - AP43090

BOLT - ON MOUNTING BRACKET KIT

MI15.4580
19JUN17
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Parts list (1 jack): 1.  Square or hex head bolts - 2
2.  Support brackets - 2
3.  Support bracket spacers - 2
4.  Support bracket lock nuts - 2
5.  Mounting bracket spacers (notched) - 2

AP43090 PARTS KIT - ITEM / QUANTITY

TOP PLATE OF JACK *

1.  Install parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 onto the jack as shown.
Apply the nuts (4) loosely.

2.  Slide the jack assembly into the existing mounting brackets.
Make sure the upper support bracket (2) is on the top of the
upper mounting bracket.  The lower support bracket (2) should
be up against the bottom of the upper mounting bracket.

3.  Install the top and bottom mounting bracket bolts using the
mounting bracket spacers (5).  The notch in the spacer goes
against the barrel of the jack.  Do not tighten these bolts yet.

IMPORTANT:  If the existing bolts are not used, make 
sure the new bolts are a minimum of a grade 5 bolt.

4.  Tighten the support bracket lock nut (4).  Make sure the
upper and lower support brackets (2) are tight against
the existing upper mounting bracket.

5.  Tighten the mounting bracket nuts.
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* By removing upper items
2 & 3 and using the top
plate of the jack as the
upper support the jack
mounting height can be

OPTIONAL

** If interference between the existing upper
mounting bracket and the top plate of the jack
limits the ability to achieve an acceptable
mounting height refer to mi15.4582. ***

*** IMPORTANT:  Do not apply
excessive heat to the mounting
brackets with the jacks still
attached to the brackets.  Heat
transfer through the jacks will
damage the seals!  Protect
trailer and jacks from damage
due to welding heat or splatter
and grinding sparks.
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